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ABSTRACT

The dissipative tunnelling in an asymmetric double-well potential is

studied at low temperature. With effective mass approximation, the dissipation

can be replaced by a temperature-dependent effective mass. The effective mass

increases with decreasing temperature and "becomes infinite at T = 0. The

partition function of the system is derived, which has the same form as that

of a non-dissipatlve tunneling system. Some possible applications in glasses

and heavy fermion system are also discussed.
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A Simple model for a particle tunneling in a double-well poten-

tial has been used in many physical and chemical problems. In the

past, it has been treated as an isolated system in which there is

no interaction to its nearby environment. Recently, there has been

great interest in the dissipative effect of the environment on the

tunneling ( Chakravarty 1982; Bray and Moore 1982, Chakravarty and

Kivelson 1983; Chakravarty and Leggett 1984; Grabert and Weiss 1985,"

Fisher and Dorsey 1985 ). Most recent investigations concentrate on

the influence of the dissipation on the mean tunneling rate. It has

been shown ( Chakravarty 1982,' Bray and Moore 1982 ) that the mean

tunneling rate depends on the parameter <fa = 4x51/ rrti (±xo are the

locations of the potential minima, 17 is the Ohmic dissipative coeffi-

cient). For ft > 2, the mean tunneling rate decreases as temperature

decreases, and a spontaneous symmetry breaking takes place at T=0 .

However, there has been few discussions about the partition function

of the dissipative tunneling system. Because of the infrared diver-

gence (Chakravarty and Kivelson 1985), it is difficult to reduce the

partition function to a simple form by which one can easily find the

thermal dynamical properties of the dissipative tunneling system.

Such a partition function is very important in understanding the

anomalous thermal dynamical properties of glasses { Phillips 1981 ),

A15 superconductors( Yu and Anderson 1984) and heavy fermion systems

( Czycholl 1986 ).

It is well established that when a particle interacts with a

field,it becomes "dressed" in the point of the view of quantum field

theory. In this case, the interaction with the field is absorbed as

an effective mass of the "dressed" particle and it looks like a free

particle. One example is an electron moving in a polar crystal.

Because of the interaction with ions, the distortion of the crystal

lattice will move with the electron when it moves about. This elec-
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tron together with its distorted environment forms a "dressed" par-

ticle called polaron. One can find the effective mass of polaron by

the technique of path integration (Fe/nma-i'i and Hibbs 1965 ) . In an-

alogy to polaron, we raise the following question; whether and how

the dissipative influence on the tunneling can be replaced by an

effective mass, and then how to reduce the partition function of the

dissipative tunneling system to a simple form. We will answer the

above question in this paper.

Let us consider a system iii vliic-i a. particle, witi; "bii.re" mw.~ m..,,

tunnels in an adiabatic double-well potential and interacts with its

environment. Following Caldeira and Leggett ( Caldeira and Leggett

1981 ),the dissipative interaction of the particle with its environ-

ment can be modeled by linear coupling to a set of harmonic oscilla-

tors. The Ilami Itoninn for the System is ^

(2)

where the asymmetric double-well potential is

The final term in eq.(1) is the shift of the zero-point energy of

the oscillators due to the coupling. Following Chakravarty and

Kivelson ( Chakravarty and Kivelson 1985 ), we get the partition

function as , fikfunction as • fi
(3)

where ft =l/k T. The effective kinetic energy is

with Ohmic dissipative coefficient
•.1 -

For a tunneling path consisting of 2n flips (see l-'ig.l), we can •.•,Trito

The effective mass is

with

(6)

(7)

(8)
for "rare" flips, namely

Si ~ Sj > > * (>,j " • • • * • ' ' ) • (g)

In the sense of the effective mass, the cutoff is given by the T'ecio-

rocitl of the zero-point vibxational frequency of the "dressed" par-

ticle, instead of the "bare" particle, in the potential minimum:

T = •"«++ ̂  • (10)

iripjj must be solved self-consistently by eqs . (7) , (8) and (10) . At the

lowest-order approximation, lnT can be replaced by In To, where T« is

determined by the "bare" particle. Then we have

A is a complex function of n and it depends on the arrangement of

"imagine time" { S>}. S; is in the range 0 < S;<8fi, then without the

loss of generality, we may assume

Therefore we have

where Te= tiUg/kg, iJ« is the zero-point vibrational frequency of the

"bare" particle. Eq.(13) shows that the effective mass of the

"dressed" particle depends on two factors: temperature and the tun-

neling path. The path-dependence of a tunneling particle, in the

presence of phonons at zero temperature, was first investigated by

Sethna with an instanton path approach ( Sethna 1981 ). From "rare"

flips condition (9) and eq.(12), we have

"
where m is an arbitrary odd number satisfied 0 < m < 2n. In deriving

eq. (14), we have used the factor that f(i,j) < f(i+l,j) and f(i,j) >

f(i,j+l). It is easy to find from eg.(14) that

. j , n j £ SJ L i >> - i . s . t - i y ~ j us ( i . j ) . (is)

This result tell us that temperature has dominant influence on the

effective mass, under the "rare" flips condition. At low temperature

(T -> 0) , we have



A r~J I / T o \

l

(16)

(17)

Such temperature-dependent effective mass gives the effective tunnel-

ing splitting as

/ft IT IT/T \a*»i/TTt;

U ( W T ) ( T / r 0

(18)

In the following we compare the ahove results with those of

renormalization group method. With the straight tunneling path as

before and also following Chakravarty and Kivelson, we get the par-

tition function for the symmetric case ( 6 = 0 )

.(19)

with

. y,=> A.T, /1 i , % =s 4x?ii / i r t ; , {20}

where A o is "bare" tunneling splitting. Following Anderson and

Yural { Anderson and Yural 1971 ), we obtain the scaling relation as

(21)

The renomalization group flows can be divided into two regions, cor-

responding to two phases, fe " 2 is the critical point. For % > 2,

fugacity y decreases with increasing of T ; while for fB < 2,

y increases with increasing of T . When tf,»2 ( 2xJ >] / ir ti » 1) ,

eq.(21) gives (Bray and Moore 1982)

ax* n / trfc
(23)

which has the same asymptotic behavior as that given in eq. (18) , It

has been suggested that eq. (18) be valid only for 2xo rj / tin - <f»/ 2

> 1. Such a restriction may be found by the "rare" flips condition
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in the present effective mass description. As mentioned before

the interaction with the environment has been included in the effec-

tive mass of the "dressed" particle, therefore it oscillates with

frequency A^jt/ li between the two wells {* - 0 ). The average number

of flips may be estimated by

Substituting eq.(18) yields

. n->T*v>/£~(. (25)

Then the "rare" flips condition requires <ft / 2 - 1 > 0 or <f, > 2 .

Eqs. (7) and (8) indicate the msjj -» no and A^f -* 0 as T + 0, i.e.

a spontaneous symmetry breaking takes place (* = 0 ) . Such a phenomenon

may be understood physically in the following way. According to the

definition of Ohmic dissipative coefficient, we have

Keeping in mind that at is actually independent of to, we therefore

have the identity

(26)

which clearii gives the physical meaning of * {or (fa ) . 1ito</2 is the

zero-point vibrational energy of the tunneling particle. While

xe2.C\< /2 oJk is the energy transferred from the tunneling particle to

the environment at T — 0 according to eq. (1) . For ot > 1 ( <fc > 2 ) ,

such energy is larger than the total energy of the tunneling par-

ticle. Hence, the spontaneous symmetry breaking, or self-trapping

phenomenon having analogy to polaron problem, takes place. For <* < 1

( to < 2 ) however, only part of the total energy of the tunneling

particle is transferred, and such a case does not take place.

With the effective mass approximation, we can rewrite the par-

tition function of system as

(28)
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where the effective Hamiltonian is

^ (29)

in other words, we have reduced the partition function of a dissipa-

tive tunneling problem into that of a nondissipative problem with

the help of the effective mass approximation. At low temperature

( T •• 0 ) , eq. (28) becomes ( Chakravarty and Kivelson 1965 1

2 — 2coshC p <• **+ Aiii)1'*! - (30)

which is extremely simple compared with eq. (19) and can be easily

studied. Eq.(30) maps to an effective two-level system (TLS).Because

of the temperture-dependence of AtUi we have a temperature-dependent

TLS. These reuults may be helpful in understanding the anomalous •

thermal dynamical properties of glasses. It is believed that, in

glasses there are low-energy elementary excitations: TLS, resulting

from the atomic tunneling between an asymmetric double-well poten-

tials (Phillips 1981) .There are few discussions about the influence

of the dissipation on the atomic tunneling states in glasses ( Chen

et al 1986, Chen et al 1987) .By taking account of sucJi an irilluonce, wo

can subdivide the asymmetric double-well into two groups. The large

one satisfies xe > ( Tr"n" / 2 *) ) , corresponding to the temperature-

dependent TLS, while the small one satisfies x« < ( nnY2rp ) (Corres-

ponding to the temperature-independent TLS. To explain the anomalous

thermal dynamical properties Of glasses, Varma et al have supposed

that there are two kinds of TLS ( Varma et al 1982 ): one is temper-

ature-dependent and the ullifr is not. The present results seems to

provide a clearly physical base for their assumption. Recently,

Fleurov and Trakhtenberg have found that the double- well potentials

can be divided into two kinds: soft and rigid(Fleurov and Trakhtenberg

1986) . Actually, these two kinds are very similar to the large and

small groups mentioned above.Moreover,we have successfully explained

the "excess T* " anomaly in the specific heat and the "plateau" in

T-Zl 1 1 * • is

the thermal conductivity in glasses by introducing the temperature-

dependent TLS (Chen and Wu 1966) . The other possible application of

the present theory is in the explanation of the anomalous thermal

dynamical properties of heavy fermion systems. It is accepted that

the f electrons with two nearly degenerate configurations may play an

important role in these properties ( Czyeholl 1986). Because of the

heavy effective mass (10 •"" 10 m^) of f electrons found in these

systems, we expect that the ordinary adiabatic approximation is no longer

valid, and one must consider the dissipative influence of phonon en-

vironment. In this case,we predict that the effective mass; of f electron

will increase u:; temperature decreases. Such a.behaviour has been ob-

served in many experiments ( Steward 1984 ).The detail investigation

about this problem is beyond the scope of the present paper and will

be given in a separate paper. Recently, Alexandrov et al have devel-

oped a bipolaron model for heavy fermion systems ( Alexandrov et al

198 6 ). Their model and the present model have the same physical

foundation of a self-trapping nature resulting from the strong coupling

of a particle with phonon environment.

In conclusion, we have studied the dissipative tunneling in an

asymmetric double-well potential with the effective mass approxima-

tion. We found that at low temperature the dissipation can be re-

placed by a temperature-dependent effective mass. The calculated tun-

neling splitting is compared with that of the renormalization group

theory. The present theory enables us to reduce the partition func-

tion of a dissipative tunneling problem to that of a nondissipative

problem. We expect that some results may be helpful in understanding

the anomalous thermal dynamical properties of glasses and heavy fer-

mion systems.
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Fig.l Tunneling path.
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